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PAPERS TO APPEAR IN FORTHCOMING ISSUES 
The following articles are among those presently accepted for publication in 
Historia Mathematics. Their order in this list does not necessarily reflect the 
order in which they will appear in future issues of the Journal. 
A. I. DALE: “Thomas Bayes’s Work on Infinite Series” 
IVOR GRATTAN-GUINNESS: “ ‘A New Type of Question:’ On the Prehistory of 
Linear and Non-linear Programming, 1770-1940” 
DENNIS WEEKS: “The Life and Mathematics of George Campbell, F.R.S.” 
COLIN R. FLETCHER: “A Reconstruction of the Frenicle-Fermat Correspondence 
of 1640” 
MARY SOL DE MORA-CHARLES: “Quelques jeux de hazard selon Leibniz 
(Manuscrits inedits)” 
CRAIG G. FRASER: “Isoperimetric Problems in the Variational Calculus of Euler 
and Lagrange” 
EUGENE SENETA: “On the History of the Strong Law of Large Numbers and 
Boole’s Inequality” 
KARL H. HOFMANN: “Zur Geschichte des Halbgruppenbegriffs” 
R. P. BURN: “Irrational Numbers in English Language Textbooks, 1890-1915: 
Constructions and Postulates for the Completeness of the Real Numbers” 
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